
MATCH REPORT 
HORNSBY BEROWRA EAGLES vs Pittwater Tigers 
ROUND 16.  14/8/2022 
Narrabeen Sports 

 
Another must win game for our brave band of brothers. Could they continue the winning streak after an early trek 
over to Narrabeen? The players were insulated from the news the Tigers planned to stack their team with Division 
One players. Coach and manager, Steve and Cathy, quickly halted any drama by going through the rules and the 
Tigers agreed to play with their proper squad. 
The Eagles welcomed back Braden coming back from injury and he was quick into action gathering the ball and 
moving it forward. Hamish gathered and kicked, Finn found Jon, Andrew stepped and kicked to Ewan who went on a 
run. It was a great start. Will was kicking long; Lachy got a little roughed up in the ruck and after good work by Finn in 
the pocket the Eagles took the lead with a rushed behind. Andrew then had a strong run and kick, Ewan and Logan 
linked, and Hamish kicked a six pointer from distance. Jon picked up another long kick from Will and kicked a behind, 
Andrew followed with another behind before Finn found Loz in the goal square and another six points were added 
over the full back and goal umpire’s head. 
Mason and Will began the next stanza with great runs and kicks. We scored another behind before Logan kicked 
another from distance. Braden kicked to Hamish; the ball found its way to Logan who kicked from way out again. Loz 
marked and kicked a minor (blamed a gust of wind). The Eagles were now pressing forward constantly. Logan kicked 
another, then Loz kicked two more, one after great work from Jeremy. 
The Tigers had a better third quarter, but were mostly stopped by Lachie, Angus, Will and Ewan. The Tigers finally 
broke through for a deserved goal, but it was quickly followed by a big run and kick by Ewan from which Ewan kicked 
a behind after more play. Austin then found Finn who cut in and snapped a goal in great style. To finish the quarter 
Finn rampaged down the left kicking into the goal square, Hamish took a mark and Sharpy kicked a behind. Andrew 
finished the quarter gathering the ball, stepping off the right and kicking forward. 
The Eagles were first and daylight second into the last but the offer to the Tigers of having less or lending some 
Eagles was rejected. Sharpie kicked a beauty to open the scoring in this term. Hamish kicked for Mason to take 
another mark. Jon and Mason then made huge tackles in the mids, but the Tigers persevered to kick their second 
despite a last ditch tackle by Tritsan. Not long after Angus defended bravely but had to leave after a head knock. The 
game ended with Andrew, Tristan and Lachy locking up midfield. 
All in all, an interesting morning. Stacking any team is unacceptable, especially when you have a full squad so well 
done to Steve and Cathy. Congratulations to the players in winning games when the season was on the line. They’re 
playing with great spirit, enjoying their victories heartily and respectfully and can go into the finals with momentum 
and confidence. The support from the boundary was immense as usual. 
 
Player of the match: a difficult selection in a great team performance. Sharpie was first up for being involved in 
everything and kicking a goal, Lozza for sticking to his task and kicking three, Logan for kicking 3 (18 so far in his 
debut season) but also for breaking tackles and passing, Mason for being superb again tackling and kicking, and 
Andrew who has found another level this season attacking the ball, stepping and kicking long.  
Match report: Steve Barton. 


